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Fo
Founded
in the late 90s and set up in the province of Parma, ALL
GLASS s.r.l. has been the protagonist of a deep and constant evolution
GL
over the years, consolidating its presence in the National and
ov
Int
International market as a leading supplier of “Cold End" equipment
and the most advanced technological packaging equipment for the
an
Glass Industry.
Gla
ALL GLASS has several production units, which cover an area of
AL
approximately 15,000 square meters.
app
Our staff consists of approximately one hundred employees equally divided
managers, technical employees and specialized production
among executives,
execut
engineers.
extensive experience gained over the years being the most preferred
Thanks to our ext
supplier for small
smal and big manufacturing companies, All Glass is today a reliable
partner for the de
development of "Turnkey" solutions.
We are leading tthe market, thanks to a wide range of technical and performing
industry in the "Cold End" area starting from different types of
solutions for the glass
g
conveyors up to the complete package of the finished products in the
LEHR unloading con
warehouse, incorporating special machines and equipment for the treatment of the most
standard, shaped,, p
perfumery,
pharmaceutical and tableware p
products - both
different containers - standard
y, p
in "Bulk" and in "Cases".
"Cases"
The commitment and the ability to realize important
nt projects has led ALL
GLASS to play a pre-eminent role all over the world ass a most preferred
and reliable turnkey project supplier.
tile production
A customer-oriented Company, a wide and versatile
range, a flexible and dynamic internal structure combined with
ment area (R & D)
continuous investment in the research and development
ers.
make ALL GLASS a unique interlocutor for his customers.
hieved through
ALL GLASS’s goal is the customer’s satisfaction, achieved
ale and after
hard and thorough work starting from the pre-sale, sale
sales phases.
d
Every step of the project is carefully studied and
d
pursued thanks to the expertise of our team and
mostly to the constant cooperation with ourr
w
customers. Nothing is left unexplored, since we know
that the detail can make the difference to the successs
of a project.
The constant and continuous improvement, which is a
d
"must"; the care in the choice of raw materials and
ke
components, the customer oriented philosophy make
ALL GLASS stand out as a leader, a highly efficient and
alized and
fully reliable company in the development of industrialized
integrated systems for the Glass Industry.
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